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H I G H L I G H T S

• Rheo-Raman captures growth of modulus and crystallinity during crystallization.

• CNCs strongly increase crystallization kinetics of PCL.

• CNCs decrease percolation threshold and induces anisotropic crystalline structures.
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A B S T R A C T

The development of biocompatible polymer nano-composites that enhance mechanical properties while main-
taining thermoplastic processability is a longstanding goal in sustainable materials. When the matrix is semi-
crystalline, the nanoparticles may induce significant changes to crystallization kinetics and morphology due to
their ability to act as nucleating agents. To fully model this behavior in a process line, an understanding of the
relationship between crystallinity and modulus is required. Here, we introduce a scalable model system con-
sisting of surface-compatibilized cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) dispersed into poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) and
study the effects of nanoparticle concentration on isothermal crystallization kinetics. The dispersion is accom-
plished by exchange of the Na+ of sulfated cellulose nanocrystals by tetra-butyl ammonium cations (Bu4N+)
followed by melt mixing via twin-screw extrusion. Crystallization kinetics are measured through the recently
developed rheo-Raman instrument which extracts the relationship between the growth of the transient me-
chanical modulus and that of crystallinity. With extrusion and increasing CNC content, we find the expected
enhancement of crystallization rate, but we moreover find a significant change in the relative kinetics of increase
in modulus versus crystallinity. We analyze this via generalized effective medium theory which allows com-
putation of a critical percolation threshold ξc and discuss the results in terms of a change in nucleation density
and a change in the anisotropy of crystallization.

1. Introduction

The development of biocompatible polymer nanocomposites from
renewable sources is under active investigation because the added na-
noparticles offer the possibility of reinforcement of mechanical prop-
erties of the matrix polymer. Less studied is the possible modification of
crystallization kinetics that can occur with nanoparticles. Successful
implementation of such novel materials then requires that in addition to
optimization of properties, the concomitant modifications to the

behavior in processing operations be understood and, if possible, be
exploited.

Cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) are an important class of renewable
filler for polymer nanocomposites [1–11] because their length to dia-
meter ratio (∼20) results in low particle entanglement, which aids in
processing, while still possessing a high Young's modulus (130 GPa-
250 GPa) [12]; this represents an advantage over other larger-sized
cellulosic fillers [13]. Further utility of CNCs stems from their higher
tensile moduli, low density, low energy consumption for production,
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high specific properties, modest abrasivity, biodegradability, and rela-
tively reactive surface properties [14–16]. For the semi-crystalline
matrix, we use polycaprolactone (PCL) as it is a biocompatible and
biodegradable polymer used in numerous applications including tissue
engineering, drug delivery and additive manufacturing [17–19].

A ubiquitous issue in polymer nanocomposites is the dispersion of
the nanoparticle in the polymer [1]. For CNCs, the hydrophilic nature
of the polysaccharides causes irreversible agglomeration in nonpolar
polymer matrices due to the formation of hydrogen bonds between the
nanoparticles. Further issues that hinder their use as reinforcing agents
are high moisture absorption and poor wettability [13,14]. Functiona-
lization of the nanoparticle surface is necessary to avoid aggregation in
nonpolar matrices; for example, CNCs have been modified by surface
coating or grafting [20]. Recently, Fox et al. demonstrated that re-
placement of Na+ with imidazolium or phosphonium cations can be
used to modify CNC surface energy. The CNCs were melt mixed into
polystyrene and the surface modification was shown to result in im-
proved dispersion and improved resistance to moisture uptake [21].

Nanoparticles with sufficient dispersion in a polymer matrix have
been shown to enhance the crystallization rate of semi-crystalline
polymers by acting as nucleating agents due to their high surface area
[22,23]. In some cases, this is advantageous because nanoparticles can
induce specific crystalline forms that increase fracture toughness and
optical clarity [24–26]. Faster crystallization can decrease the manu-
facturing time, for example in injection molding applications where the
material must be sufficiently solidified prior to ejection from the mold.
Prior work on PCL/clay nanocomposites investigated by differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) and rheological measurements showed that
the crystallization behavior and crystalline morphology are strongly
affected by the presence of the clay particulates [27]. In a separate
study, Siqueira et al. [13] studied different PCL/CNC nanocomposites
with several surface modifiers (PCL/nanowhiskers and PCL/micro-
fibrilated cellulose) via DSC; the results showed that the differences in
specific surface area and surface chemistry of nanoparticles affected the
crystallization behavior of the polymer.

A critical aspect is how the increase of the modulus correlates with
the growth of crystallinity. Numerous models have been developed in
the past to try to relate the evolution of these two parameters [28–31]
and often they depend on separate measurements of modulus and
crystallinity. However, these experiments considered only single com-
ponent thermoplastics, and did not consider how the relationships
might be changed by nanofillers. Furthermore, the experimental en-
deavor suffers from uncertainties because of the difficulty in main-
taining identical thermal histories, geometries and surface properties
between the rheological measurement and that of the crystallinity
[32–35]. Recently, Kotula and coworkers developed a hybrid instru-
ment – a rheo-Raman microscope - that simultaneously measures the
kinetics of crystallinity via Raman spectroscopy and measures the ki-
netics of moduli growth through mechanical rheometry [36]. This work
is meant to highlight the applicability of the rheo-Raman microscope to
characterize structural and conformational changes directly related to
the rheological response of the material. For PCL, the data was best fit
by a generalized effective medium (GEM) model with two parameters,
which is described in more detail later. An important parameter of the
model is the critical percolation threshold ξc, which describes the nor-
malized crystallinity when the system becomes mechanically perco-
lating. In neat PCL, it was found that ≅ξ 0.35c over a range of tem-
peratures.

When nanoparticles are highly anisotropic, such as for nano-fibers,
the polymer crystallization process can grow directly off the nano-fiber.
For the case of multi-wall carbon nanotubes that induce nucleation in
isotactic polypropylene, it was found that the nucleating CNT induces a
crystalline layer around directly around the nanotube, and the aniso-
tropy of the crystalline layer directly mirrors that of the CNT [37,38].
Anisotropic polymer crystallization has also been induced by single
wall carbon nanotubes in solution solvent based crystallization of

polyethylene and Nylon [39]. Thus anisotropic nano-fillers can change
the crystallization kinetics in two fashions: first it increases the overall
nucleation density, and hence nucleation rate of the polymer. Second, it
can cause highly-anisotropic crystalline domains to form, rather than
spherulites. The implications of these two effects on the rheology-
crystallization kinetics will be explored in this work.

In this work, we examine how CNCs affect the crystallization ki-
netics of PCL and how they impact the relationship between the growth
of modulus and crystallinity. First, to prepare the dispersions of CNC in
PCL, we use a modified form of the ion exchange approach of Fox et al.
[21]. We assess the dispersion through optical microscopy, transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and rheology. We then employ the rheo-
Raman microscope to perform simultaneous measurements of crystal-
linity and modulus following an isothermal temperature quench [36].
Consistent with existing literature, we find that the nanocrystalline
material enhances the crystallization rate, indicating that the CNCs act
as nucleating agents. The simultaneous measurements then allow us to
directly plot the rheological modulus as a function of crystallinity and
we show that the system can still be model by the generalized effective
medium (GEM) theory, however the percolation threshold is sig-
nificantly decreased because of extrusion and nanoparticle addition.

2. Materials and methods

Materials: We prepare two types of PCL nanocomposites each with
three different CNC mass fractions. The PCL used in this work has a
weight-average molar mass of 112 kg/mol and was received in pellet
form from Scientific Polymer Products, Inc. In the first type of nano-
composite (unmodified), CNCs were obtained from the University of
Maine in freeze dried powder form. These were melt mixed in a twin-
screw extruder at 95 °C at three different quantities; (1, 5 and 10)
percent by mass. For the second type (modified), the CNCs were ob-
tained from a 12.1% by mass aqueous slurry of Na-CNCs from the
University of Maine. The CNC surface was then modified with tertbutyl
ammonium through the ion exchange method discussed above [21] to
disrupt/minimize CNC-CNC interactions and improve dispersion in the
PCL matrix. In this work we use the cationic surfactant, tetra butyl
ammonium rather than imidazolium or phosphonium, to better match
the aliphatic nature of PCL. The same concentrations in PCL are then
prepared via the identical twin-screw protocol. We also employ two
different 0% controls; the first is obtained by melt extruding the neat
pellet PCL in the twin-screw extruder under the same conditions as
utilized for the composite and is referred to as neat extruded PCL. The
second PCL control is simply the as received PCL pellets from the
vendor and is referred to as neat pellet PCL. The comparison between the
two controls allows us to isolate the effect of the extrusion process itself
on crystallization kinetics, which turns out to be significant.

Rheo-Raman and optical microscope: This experimental setup em-
bodies the integration of a Raman microscope and rotational rheometer
coupled through an optically transparent base. The detail of the in-
strument is described elsewhere [36]. We use the instrument to mea-
sure isothermal crystallization kinetics at 42 °C by simultaneous mea-
surement of dynamic modulus, Raman spectroscopy and polarized
optical microscopy. The Raman spectroscopy measurements in this
paper were performed using 532 nm laser light operating with 10mW
power at the sample. For the experiments presented here, the exposure
collection time was 5 s, and four sample exposures were averaged to-
gether. The sample of thickness 300 μm is heated to 100 °C, gradually
cooled at 10 °C/min to 52 °C, then cooled at a slower rate of 2 °C/min to
42 °C and maintained isothermally to crystallize. The modulus was
measured during small-amplitude oscillatory shear using a fixed strain
amplitude of 0.01 from 100 °C to 42 °C and then at a lower strain of
0.004 at the crystallization temperature. The oscillation frequency was
6.28 rad/s. For these measurements, the objective was focused ap-
proximately 100 μm below the upper plate. The rheo-Raman micro-
scope is capable of polarized optical microscopy in reflection mode.
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However, since the magnification of the images is too small for clear
images, we instead integrate the intensity of the depolarized reflected
light that reaches the camera CCD chip. This provides a sensitive
measure for the onset of birefringent crystalline structures caused by
crystallization.

Rheology: Separate measurements of the rheology only were con-
ducted in the melt state in an ARES G2 strain controlled rheometer.
Frequency sweep measurements in the range 0.4–100 rad/sec were
performed for the neat extruded PCL and the nanocomposite samples.
The amplitude of the strain was 0.03 and we used a parallel plate
geometry of 25mm diameter. The measurements were conducted at
T= 105 °C because this is near the temperature at which annealing was
carried out and also near the temperature at which the CNCs were
mixed with polycaprolactone in the twin screw extruder.

TEM and optical imaging: All samples were cryo-microtomed at
−120 °C (well below the glass transition temperature of PCL, which is
−60 °C) into 100 nm and 500 nm sections for TEM and optical imaging,
respectively. Optical imaging was performed with an Olympus BX 51
microscope operating in transmission mode. The cryo-microtomed
sections were collected on a glass slide and imaged using a 50× ob-
jective. TEM sections were collected on copper grids and imaging was
performed in an FEI Titan microscope at an accelerating voltage of
200 kV, with a zero-loss energy filter. This filtering has been shown to
enhance density-based contrast variations in the sample [40]. To fur-
ther enhance material contrast, a 40 μm objective aperture was em-
ployed.

Polarized Optical measurements (POM) for crystallization: The
sample was cooled and placed between the quartz disks of a Linkam
shear cell, heated to 100 °C, and compressed to a thickness of 100 μm.
The isothermal crystallization experiments were performed at 42 °C.
Imaging was performed in transmission mode using a 50× objective.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1a-d shows optical and TEM images of the 5% modified and 5%
unmodified samples. We first compute the total area fraction, calcu-
lated by binarizing the images (Fig. S1) and summing the area occupied
by larger aggregates observable in the optical images, and the smaller
ones that require TEM. In the TEM image analysis, we do not distin-
guish between individualized CNCs and CNC aggregates. We find the
total area fraction approximately agrees with the initial mass fraction of
CNCs in the polymer matrix, indicated that both imaging modalities are
required to account for the CNC content. Note that the aggregates are
anisotropic. The details of the analysis are discussed in the SI (disper-
sion quantification).

As a measure of dispersion, the average area and the equivalent
spherical diameters of the aggregates were calculated using the images
from the two length scales. For the 5% by mass nanocomposites, the
average area of the aggregates with modified CNCs was about 2 orders
of magnitude smaller than that of the unmodified CNC sample. This
roughly translates to an order of magnitude difference in the equivalent
spherical diameter (Table 1). Uncertainties represent one standard de-
viation in calculated values from multiple replicants. Fig. 1e shows the
peak-normalized particle size distributions for the 5% modified and
unmodified CNCs estimated by summing weighted distributions from
the optical and TEM measurements. It is apparent that the surface
modification results in a significant reduction in the most probable
particle size, but also note the broad distribution of sizes. A similar
trend in aggregate dimension is observed in the 1% samples (Table 1).
However, in the 10% CNC nanocomposites, the modified samples dis-
play highly aggregated morphologies. Analysis of the 10% modified
samples reveals a significant degradation of the dispersion quality in
going from 5% to 10% CNC by mass (Table 1). Images from all 1% and
10% modified nanocomposites are shown in Figs. S2 and S3 respec-
tively. The 10% unmodified sample is highly heterogeneous, rendering
it difficult to obtain a representative volume fraction of the material for

statistically relevant quantification. We do not consider this sample
further.

The melt rheology results show a reinforcement effect with in-
creasing mass fraction of CNC. In Fig. 2 we plot the complex viscosity
and find a modest increase of viscosity in going from neat PCL to 1%,
and then a stronger increase from (1–5) %. This is expected for nano-
particles with modest (∼20) length to diameter ratios and indicates
successful dispersion in the melt state. The lack of increase from (5–10)
% then indicates that further increase of CNC beyond 5% does not in-
crease the number of dispersed particles, a result that is anticipated
from the imaging data in Table 1 and Fig. S3.

We now turn attention to the crystallization kinetics, first examining
the effect of CNC surface modification on the crystallization kinetics
using rheology alone and then the relative growth of crystallinity and
modulus via the rheo-Raman measurements. The enhancement in
modulus growth that is induced by the CNCs is measured via small
amplitude rheology, following the isothermal protocol described above
is shown in Fig. 3. There are two trends evident in this plot. The first is
that for a given CNC loading, the upturn in the modulus growth occurs
earlier upon surface modification; for example, one can compare the
5% modified against the 5% unmodified. This result is in accord with
the increase in surface area that was reported earlier; it demonstrates
that the surface-modification procedure not only enhances the melt
rheology, but that with better dispersion of nanoparticles, there is an
increase in the crystallization kinetics because CNCs act as nucleating
agents. The second trend is the increase in modulus growth rate for a
given modification type with increasing CNC content, up to 5%. This is
true for both the modified and the unmodified CNCs. Fig. 3 also shows
the growth of modulus between the two pure PCL samples: the neat
extruded PCL and the neat pellet PCL. Remarkably, a significant en-
hancement in crystallization kinetics occurs when the sample has been

Fig. 1. Optical images of a) 5% CNC unmodified and b) 5% CNC modified
samples. TEM images of c) 5% CNC unmodified and d) 5% CNC modified
samples. The scales are an order of magnitude different for better comparison of
the CNC aggregates in the two images e) Calculated particle size distributions
for the modified and unmodified samples.
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through the twin-screw extruder, though the overall kinetics still do not
exceed those of the 1%. This result is likely an indication that nano-
particulate, such as from metal particles or gelled polymer particles are
caused by the extrusion process itself, either by residual particles from
previous extrusions or by nanoparticles that slough off the surface of
the extruder during the process. We have determined from GPC mea-
surements that there is negligible modification in the molar mass dis-
tribution upon extrusion (Fig. S4), indicating that it is unlikely that this
observation is the result of chemical degradation of the polymer. This
result is interesting from the general perspective of comparing 0%
model crystallization studies with those that come from industrially
extruded samples. Care should be taken to know if there is any pollu-
tion of the extruded samples by the extrusion process itself.

We briefly describe the Raman spectra of molten and semi-crystal-
line states of neat extruded PCL and a PCL/CNC composite (Fig. 4). The
differences between the spectra with and without CNC for a given
temperature is negligible indicating that the CNC peaks are weak at
these mass loading compared to the PCL, though CNCs are known to
have spectral features in the range of (1000–1500) cm−1 [41]. To
quantify the mass fraction of the crystalline phase, we use the approach
of Kotula et al. [42] where the basis spectra were determined for the
C=O peak. A linear relationship was found between DSC determined
crystallinity and the normalized peak area of the basis spectra that
contains a peak at 1722 cm−1, so that =α βI I/c cr tot where αc is the
crystalline mass fraction, Icr is the Raman intensity of the basis spectra
at 1722 cm−1, Itot is the total of that in the C=O region and β was found
to be 1.26. Fig. 4b shows the deconvolution of the Raman spectra in the
C=O region into three basis spectra including the one with a peak at
1722 cm−1. To understand the relative growth of modulus and crys-
tallinity induced by the extrusion and the nanoparticles, we simulta-
neously measure the modulus from rheology, the crystalline mass
fraction from Raman spectroscopy and the reflected cross polarized
light during isothermal crystallization.

Fig. 5 shows the rheo-Raman results of the isothermal crystallization
of three modified samples (1, 5 and 10) % as well as the controls that do
not contain CNCs (for clarity, we only show results from the modified
CNCs). For the rheological and modulus measurements (Fig. 5a) we
note the trend identified previously regarding the relative increase in
crystallization kinetics with increasing CNC content (Fig. 3). The
modulus value reported here is consistent with the measurements of
Wang et al. [43]. We do not observe an increase in modulus with in-
creasing CNC mass fraction; this is likely due to the effect being small at
these volume fractions and our use of a sub-optimal geometry to make
such a measurement (parallel plate rheometry is not accurate compared
to standard DMA for measurement of crystalline modulus). Fig. 5b
shows the crystalline mass fraction during the isothermal crystal-
lization. However, the modified 10% nanocomposite does not show an
increased rate. This is likely due to the reduction in available nucleating
area due to the significant degradation of dispersion quality (Fig. S3),
despite the two-fold increase in the number of potential nucleating
centers (Table 1). By simple inspection, the same trend regarding the
increase in crystallization rate can be gleaned from the Raman mea-
surements as was seen previously for the modulus enhancements. The
αc starts at negligible values, then increases measurably at times ran-
ging from 200 s to 600 s depending on the concentrations of CNCs. The

Table 1
Average area of CNC aggregate Aagg, Effective Spherical Diameter Dagg and Area Fraction obtained from image analysis.

Samples Average area of CNC aggregate Aagg (nm2) Effective Spherical Diameter Dagg (nm) Area Fraction (%)

1% modified 5.22× 103± 4.17× 103 68 ± 29 1.64 ± 0.45
1% unmodified 2.20× 105± 6.67× 104 526 ± 81 1.78 ± 0.05
5% modified 1.57× 103± 5.26× 102 44 ± 7 4.26 ± 0.26
5% unmodified 2.01× 105± 6.80× 103 506 ± 93 5.24 ± 0.37
10% modified 8.3×105±4.87× 105 890 ± 273 15.02 ± 0.63
10% unmodified 16.11× 105± 13.63× 105 1204 ± 565 6.49 ± 0.41

Fig. 2. a) Magnitude of complex viscosity versus angular frequency for PCL and
PCL/CNC nanocomposites b) storage modulus and loss modulus versus angular
frequency for PCL and PCL/CNC (5%) nanocomposite. All measurements are
done at 105 °C.

Fig. 3. Storage modulus of the modified and unmodified 5% CNC, 1% CNC,
neat pellet PCL and neat extruded PCL. All measurements are done at 42 °C.
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crystallinity grows to an average mass fraction of 0.42 ± 0.01. An
interesting feature of this data concerns the upturn of the modulus as
compared to the upturn in the crystallinity for a given sample. For the
neat pellet PCL, the two upturns occur at roughly the same time point;
however, for all the extruded samples, the upturn in modulus curve
occurs well before that of the crystallinity. We return to this point in
further discussion.

Fig. 5c shows the simultaneous reflected mode polarized optical
microscopy measurements for the same five samples. At, t= 0 s, the
reflected depolarized intensity is negligible for the two control PCL
samples since they are fully molten and non-birefringent, but as CNCs
are added it becomes finite and increases with the mass fraction of CNC.
This non-zero intensity at t= 0 s, before crystallization starts, is due to
the birefringent nature of the CNCs themselves. The changes in re-
flected light intensity with time, rather than the magnitude of the in-
tensity itself then serves as a marker for the crystallization. For all cases,
the integrated pixel intensity is initially constant with time; the re-
flection mode imaging showed no structural features under crossed
polarizers. In separate measurements, polarized transmission optical
microscopy at higher magnification with a thinner sample did not re-
veal significant growth of spherulites, instead a non-distinct “grainy”

structure appeared during crystallization (Fig. S5). At approximately
480 s for neat pellet and 360s for neat extruded PCL, the intensity in-
creased due to the appearance of birefringent structures and then after
reaching the peak value, the intensity decreased as sample became in-
creasingly turbid due to light scattering structures growing in the bulk
[44]. It should be noted that the increase in average pixel intensity
appears prior to any observable conformational change in Raman
spectra or modulus change in both the neat PCL and 1% CNC sample.
Prior results have also shown that light scattering appears well before
crystallinity in rheology and X-ray scattering measurements [45–47]. In
the 5% and 10% samples there is only a decrease in intensity of the
polarized intensity; this is due to the birefringence and turbidity of
these samples from the CNCs themselves. Interestingly, the time at
which the birefringent structures change coincides with the upturn in
rheology. It is unclear at this point that the effect stems from an optical
interaction between the CNCs and the crystallizing sample, or if it is
from a change in the nature of the crystallinity itself.

A straightforward method to extract the changes in the relationship
between the growth of modulus and that of crystallinity as a function of
nanoparticle content is to plot the times to reach 50% of the logarithm
of final elastic modulus value and 50% of the final crystallinity value for
each condition. Fig. 6 shows this analysis extracted from the data in
Fig. 5a and b; note that both controls at 0% CNC are shown. First, there
is the decrease in the time scales as CNC content is increased, and there
is a decrease in time scale from the case of neat pellet PCL to neat

Fig. 4. a) Raman spectra of the 5% PCL/CNC nanocomposite (upper two
curves) and the neat pellet PCL (lower two curves) in the melt (90 °C) and semi-
crystalline (42 °C) states. b) Raman spectra in the C=O region showing the
deconvolution of the curve peak into melt (amorphous and dipole-dipole) and
crystal basis spectra at 1733 cm−1 and in the 1722 cm−1 respectively.

Fig. 5. a) storage modulus b) Raman crystallinity c) Intensity profile for neat
(pure and extruded) PCL and PCL/CNC (modified) composites, all measure-
ments were carried at isothermal temp, 42 °C.
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extruded PCL; this effect was noted in Fig. 5. A closer examination re-
veals that the ratio of time scales for 50% growth, t t/α G

1/2 1/2, is near unity
(1.05) for the neat pellet PCL whereas it is 1.26 for the 5% samples. This
reflects that the nanoparticles cause the upturn in the modulus to occur
before the upturn in crystallinity.

In Fig. 7 we construct a plot of the modulus as a function of the
degree of space filling of the crystalline domains, ξ, where ξ=ϕ/ϕ∞.
Here we define ϕ as the crystalline volume fraction calculated from the
mass fraction (αc) obtained using Raman measurements (equation (1)):

=

+
−

ϕ α

α
c

c
ν α

ν
(1m c

c

)
(1)

Here νm and νc are the specific volume of the melt and crystal phases,
respectively and have been reported in the literature: νm =9.1 × 10
−7 m3/g and νc =8.5 × 10−7 m3/g [48]. As the modulus and crystal-
linity data are sampled at different rates, the modulus data is inter-
polated so that they can be effectively be reported at the same time. For
clarity, we show only the 0% controls and the 5%. The (1 and 10) %
curves lie near that of the 5% data. We can observe the stark difference
between the neat pellet PCL and the other curves, which is again a re-
flection of the fact noted above that for the CNC containing samples and
the extruded control, the upturn in modulus occurs before that of
crystallinity.

We can fit the data in Fig. 7 to the GEM model, which is based on
the elastic version of the Krieger- Dougherty equation to develop a
suspension-based model across the percolation transition [48]. The
GEM equation utilized is shown in Equation (2):
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Here, ∗Gm is the magnitude of the complex modulus at t= 0 during
isothermal crystallization, ∞G* is the magnitude of the modulus at when
crystallinity has filled the space, and ∗G is the magnitude of the complex
modulus at time t. q is the scaling exponent and A is defined as:

=
−

A
ξ

ξ
1 c

c (3)

ξc is then the critical percolation threshold.
We fit Equation (2) to A and the scaling exponent q as shown in

Table 2. We therefore define =∗G ξ[ ] q/ c an intrinsic modulus that
describes an increase in the modulus due to small addition of crystalline
material. The values reported in Table 2 further show that for the ex-
truded samples the intrinsic modulus ∗G[ ] is higher indicative of non-
spherical domains as in agreement with lower percolation resulting in
high aspect ratio of the crystalline domains [49]. The fitting results in
Fig. 7 show that the model provides an acceptable fit to the storage
modulus over the entire crystallization process. The critical percolation
threshold ξc only accounts for the melt and semi-crystalline phases of
the polycaprolactone matrix. To calculate the critical percolation frac-
tion of the composite material, we multiply the critical percolation
fraction by the volume fraction of polycaprolactone,

′ =
+ −

ξ ξc c
x

x x(1 )

p

p p
ρCNC

ρp

where xp is the polymer mass fraction, ρp is the

polymer density in the melt state (1.1 kg/m3), and ρCNC is the CNC
density (1.6 kg/m3). The critical percolation fraction of the composite ′ξc
is reported in Fig. 8, where at zero volume fraction ′ =ξ ξc c. The primary
result is that the percolation threshold drops from 0.33 for the neat
pellet PCL to values of approximately 0.1 for the other samples (i.e. the
extruded pellet PCL, and the CNC containing samples). There is a slight
decrease in the composite critical percolation fraction ′ξc at the 10%
CNC loadings. However, the decrease is comparable to the experimental
uncertainty and so we do not wish to overinterpret that result. The

Fig. 6. Half-time crystallization from storage modulus (rheology), and Raman
crystallinity of neat pellet PCL (solid symbol) and extruded PCL and PCL/CNC
composites (hollow symbol) at 42 °C.

Fig. 7. Representative fit for GEM percolation model for neat pellet PCL, neat
extruded PCL and 5% PCL/CNC nanocomposite; all measurements done at
42 °C.

Table 2
Composite critical percolation concentration ( ′ξc ), exponent (q) and ∗G as
function of concentration of CNCs.

Samples ξc
′ q [G*]

neat pellet PCL 0.33 ± 0.04 2.11 ± 0.37 6.40 ± 1.37
neat extruded PCL 0.11 ± 0.03 1.04 ± 0.08 9.45 ± 2.42
1% modified CNC 0.12 ± 0.03 0.79 ± 0.09 6.67 ± 1.68
5% modified CNC 0.09 ± 0.02 0.70 ± 0.07 7.77 ± 1.62
10% modified CNC 0.1 ± 0.03 0.78 ± 0.17 8.21 ± 2.50

Fig. 8. Percolation transition conc. for neat pellet PCL, neat extruded PCL and
PCL/CNC composites, pellet form of the neat PCL has higher percolation conc.
than the extruded forms.
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scaling exponent q is related to the sharpness of the fitting curve at the
point of the critical percolation fraction; lower numbers indicate a
sharper transition. While the relative error in this fitted exponent is
large, there is a clear trend towards lower values for the neat extruded
and then the CNC containing samples compared to the neat pellet. This
is another indication of the change in crystalline kinetics, as manifest
through the crystalline-modulus relationship with the addition of par-
ticulates and CNCs. The values ′ξc and q are reported in Table 2.

We can thus consider two distinct trends that are embedded in the
data: changes of crystallization rate and of percolation threshold. The
progressive increase in crystallization rate in going from neat pellet PCL
to extruded pellet PCL and with the further increase in the 1% and then
5% CNC samples is clearly observed. (The 5% and 10% are similar, as
discussed previously). The second trend is the shift in the percolation
threshold ξc that is exhibited in the extruded samples, either with or
without added CNCs. In considering the origin of these two effects, we
first consider the role of the CNCs (or impurities in the case of extruded
pellet PCL). As discussed earlier, it is known that CNCs and nano-
particles in general can increase density of nucleation sites and thus
increase the crystallization rate. This effect is certainly responsible for
the increased crystallization rate that we observe here. However, it does
not explain the decrease in the percolation threshold. Another way to
increase the nucleation density would be to decrease the crystallization
temperature in an isothermal crystallization experiment. This was done
in the previous work that modeled PCL crystallization via GEM, and it
was found that this threshold ξc is independent of temperature [50].
Since ξc is reflective of the underlying geometry of the crystallizing
entities, it is also intuitive that it should not be a function of nucleation
density in the case where the nucleation density simply changes.

There is a limited temperature range over which these experiments
can be conducted. At lower values of Tc, the crystallization commences
before temperature equilibrium is achieved. At higher temperatures,
the experiments become quite slow and difficult to reproduce. The
crystallization kinetics of polycaprolactone (without filler) was mea-
sured within the temperatures range of 40–44 °C by Kotula et al. [50].
Though it is a limited temperature range, there were no qualitative
changes in the kinetics, just quantitative changes in rates. In the current
experiments, we have found qualitatively similar behavior at 40 °C.

An explanation for the change in percolation threshold comes from
considering changes in the symmetry of crystallization. Nominally, we

expect that spherulites will grow in an isotropic fashion. However, if the
crystallization proceeds in an anisotropic fashion, then GEM predicts
that the percolation threshold will drop. As discussed in the
Introduction, it is known that nano-fibers can template polymer crys-
tallization, so the resulting crystalline domains can be highly elongated.
In the theoretical case of overlapping ellipsoids, the percolation
threshold is inversely proportional to the ellipse aspect ratio [48]. We
hypothesize that the crystals nucleated by the high aspect ratio CNCs,
or even from small particles present from the extrusion process grow as
anisotropic domains. If the impingement (percolation) occurs while
these domains are still anisotropic, then a reduced percolation
threshold will be observed. The effect of the filler particles on the
percolation threshold is schematically illustrated in Fig. 9.

4. Conclusions

The modification of mechanical properties of bio-compatible semi-
crystalline nanocomposites is complex because of the inter-related is-
sues of dispersion, processing and crystallization phenomena.
Controlling nanoparticle dispersion in polymer melts is a significant
challenge and measurement of its effect on crystallization is non-trivial.
Here, we introduce a novel system for the study of a bio-derived na-
noparticle in a biocompatible semi-crystalline polymer by modification
of a simple ion-exchange method. The simple ion exchange method
improves the thermal stability while lowering the surface energies of
CNCs to allow for melt blending with hydrophobic polymers like PCL.
We showed that the CNCs effectively act as nucleating agents enhancing
the overall crystallization rate and by analyzing the modulus-crystal-
linity data using a generalized effective medium equation, we find a
critical percolation threshold which decreases with the addition of
nanoparticles and extrusion. Overall, this work illustrates the com-
plexity of crystallization phenomena in CNC nanocomposites and how
various parameters including nanofiller surface area (greater surface
area through modification of CNCs), percolation threshold and disper-
sion quality in polymer matrix coordinate to govern the crystallization
kinetics. Making such connections between nanoparticle dispersion and
organization with macroscale properties is a crucial aspect for the op-
timization of the processing conditions and the properties of the end
product.

Fig. 9. Schematic showing crystallization
and percolation in a) pellet neat PCL b)
pellet extruded PCL c) CNC filling samples.
In neat PCL, the crystalline domains have to
be fairly large in order to overlap and per-
colate. The crystalline fraction at which this
happens is higher. In the neat extruded PCL,
small particles present due to extrusion
grow as anisotropic domains, as similar to
the CNC filled composite, which results in
smaller percolation and the overall crystal-
line fraction being lower for these samples.
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